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1. Introduction
The EU has recognised the potential of sport for economic growth and employment in several studies
and documents that were published in the last decade. However, it had little or no impact on the
investment priorities of the EU. The EU Member States have done the same regarding the inclusion of
sport in their funding priorities. There were several exceptions but the majority of the EU Member
States have not included investments in sport, in particular in sport infrastructure (facilities), as an
eligible area of investments from decentralised EU funds. Over the past decade there were many
requests from the not-for-profit organisations in the sport sector to make the investments in public
sport infrastructure eligible for funding under the European Structural and Investments Funds (in
particular, European Regional Development Fund), which are jointly managed by the European
Commission and the Member States. The purpose of this document is to strengthen the arguments
behind those requests. The perspective that was used is different from the usual approaches to sport
as means for health or education. That does not mean that they are negated. Merely, that there are
other factors that may be used, for example, when health is not accepted as a relevant factor.
Following the entry into force of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (Article 1651)
in December 2009, the EU shaped the European sport policy on that legal basis. Although limited, the

1

Consolidated version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union - PART THREE: UNION POLICIES
AND INTERNAL ACTIONS - TITLE XII: EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL TRAINING, YOUTH AND SPORT - Article 165 (ex
Article 149 TEC). Official Journal 115 , 09/05/2008 P. 0120 – 0121.
1. The Union shall contribute to the development of quality education by encouraging cooperation between
Member States and, if necessary, by supporting and supplementing their action, while fully respecting the
responsibility of the Member States for the content of teaching and the organisation of education systems and
their cultural and linguistic diversity.
The Union shall contribute to the promotion of European sporting issues, while taking account of the specific
nature of sport, its structures based on voluntary activity and its social and educational function.
2. Union action shall be aimed at:
- developing the European dimension in education, particularly through the teaching and dissemination of the
languages of the Member States,
- encouraging mobility of students and teachers, by encouraging inter alia, the academic recognition of diplomas
and periods of study,
- promoting cooperation between educational establishments,
- developing exchanges of information and experience on issues common to the education systems of the
Member States,
- encouraging the development of youth exchanges and of exchanges of socio-educational instructors, and
encouraging the participation of young people in democratic life in Europe,
- encouraging the development of distance education,
- developing the European dimension in sport, by promoting fairness and openness in sporting competitions and
cooperation between bodies responsible for sports, and by protecting the physical and moral integrity of
sportsmen and sportswomen, especially the youngest sportsmen and sportswomen.
3. The Union and the Member States shall foster cooperation with third countries and the competent
international organisations in the field of education and sport, in particular the Council of Europe.
4. In order to contribute to the achievement of the objectives referred to in this Article:
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EU was given an explicit power to act in the field of sport. That same year, 2009, the European
Commission was granted a budget of about 25.5 m EUR for the Preparatory Actions 2009-2011 in the
field of sport and special annual events. During the three-year period, they funded the transnational
collaborative projects (8.5 m EUR), non-commercial sport events (8.5 m EUR), studies, surveys and
conferences (2.1 EUR). It was considered a testing phase, and the evaluation report2 suggested the
increase of an annual budget to 20 m EUR per year. The European Commission continued with the
similar type of actions in the field of sport (Preparatory Actions), gradually increasing the budget, but
another opportunity arose with the inclusion of sport as a separate action under the Erasmus+
programme 2014-2020. Although the format of the Erasmus+ programme 2021-2027 changed in
regard to the sport action, around 500 m EUR was planned for sport in that period.
The European Commission implemented other actions in the field of sport prior to 2009, but that year
was a milestone because their actions in the field of sport have grown substantially in size and
complexity over the past dozen years.
This document is not intended to analyse all areas of investment or influence of the European
Commission in the field of sport. It is focused on investments in public sport infrastructure as it is a
growing need and demand by the not-for-profit sport stakeholders in the EU. That need was reflected
in the Opinion of the European Committee of the Regions — Mainstreaming sport into the EU agenda
post-20203, which was published in December 2018. In that report, the CoR states that “sport is an
essential economic sector for the EU, with ‘a share in the national economies which is comparable to
agriculture, forestry and fisheries combined’, a share which is expected to rise in the future. Moreover,
the sports sector represents 2 % of the EU’s overall GDP, accounting for 7,3 million jobs across the
continent and 3,5 % of total employment in the EU” and “highlights the fact that sport is not a marginal
sector, but rather a priority area for EU investment.” One of the key suggestions in the report was
“providing support aimed at making sports facilities fully accessible to all, regardless of age, gender,
nationality and status, allowing them to be freely used and extending the hours during which they are

- the European Parliament and the Council, acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure, after
consulting the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, shall adopt incentive
measures, excluding any harmonisation of the laws and regulations of the Member States,
- the Council, on a proposal from the Commission, shall adopt recommendations.
2
Final Report of the Evaluation, Evaluation Related Services and Support for Impact Assessment (2011). This
Final Report has been prepared in response to the request for an Evaluation of
Preparatory Actions and special events in the field of sport. The Final Report is submitted on 11 July 2011 to the
European Commission – Directorate General for Education and Culture (DG EAC) by The Evaluation Partnership,
one of a consortium of companies led by Economisti Associati s.r.l., which also included navreme Boheme,
SCIENTER, Amitié and Ipsos-MORI.
3
Opinion of the European Committee of the Regions — Mainstreaming sport into the EU agenda post-2020 (OJ
C, C/461, 21.12.2018, p. 37, CELEX: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52018IR1664)
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available to the public”. The report ended with policy recommendations and proposals, and the one
most relevant for the purpose of this document is that they were “calling for the allocation of funding
specifically and explicitly to sport in the next European Structural and Investments Funds, given also
the underinvestment in local grassroots sports infrastructures, focusing on the promotion of physical
activity particularly in disadvantaged areas, ensuring access to sports activities for everyone and
strengthening human skills and capabilities as key enablers of economic and social development”.
In June 2021, a document requested by the European Parliament’s Committee on Culture and
Education (CULT) was published4. In that document, there is a section on building sport facilities. They
consider sport facilities to be crucial for participation as well as elite sport development, mentioning
the studies on the relationship between quantity and quality of sport facilities with attendance of
participants, as well as distance from home to sport facilities as an important factor in the levels of
participation in sport. The section continues to explain the effects of the EU policies and standards on
the construction of buildings, and about the need for renovation and categorisation of sport facilities.
The first recommendation mentions the need for a more holistic approach to the field of sport, which
is similar to the recommendations provided by the consortium of partner organisations in the project
Investments in Sport. It is evident that the public sport infrastructure needs more attention as one of
the key preconditions for physical activity of citizens in the EU. Citizens need appropriate access to
sport facilities in their local communities. Those facilities are usually owned by local public
authorities/governments (i.e. cities and municipalities), which indicates the need to include those
actors in this conversation. That need was recognised at the initial stages of the project Investments
in Sport (iSport), and consultations with relevant stakeholders from all levels of government were held
in partner countries.
The main objective of the iSport project is to contribute to the overall strategic goals of the EU by
highlighting the principles of good governance in policy formulation at all levels. It aims to improve
the quality of evidence-based policies and decisions by underlining the potential of sport to tackle
societal and economic challenges and the understanding of the role of sport as a driver for economic
growth and employment. It may contribute to different policy areas, such as HEPA, sustainable
financing of sport, and accessibility of sport to people.
In order to shed light on the added value of sports infrastructure in economic terms, both the valueadded and employment effects associated with the construction of sports facility infrastructures

4

See Mittag et al. (2021)
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have to be quantified. For this purpose, the methodological possibilities for looking at this are
explained in chapter 2.
Depending on what the focus is to be on - namely regional differences in the absolute level of
investment, regional productivity differences or sectoral differences - different approaches are
required. In the context of this study, we therefore do not limit ourselves to calculating the economic
effects of infrastructure investments in one of these ways, but rather choose three different
approaches and interpret their results accordingly. These approaches are referred to below as the
virtual approach (Chapter 3), the real approach (Chapter 4) and the normalised approach (Chapter 5).
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2. Methodological Considerations
2.1.

Economic key figures

Gross value added is one of the central and most meaningful indicators of the national economy; it is
calculated from total production (the gross production value) minus the required intermediate inputs.
In other words, it measures the amount required to remunerate the production factors labour
(personnel expenses) and capital (profit, depreciation).
Equally important are the employment effects, which can be shown both in heads (employment
relationships, regardless of the extent of employment) and in full-time equivalents.
Within the framework of the study, the following two impact channels are taken into account for both
key figures:
•

The direct value added or employment effect: This comprises the value of gross value added
or employment that is directly generated in the sectors affected by the construction and
operation of the plants.

•

The indirect value added or employment effect derived from the supplier relationships
(intermediate inputs) along the entire value chain.

2.2.

Input-Output-Analysis

The methodological instrument for quantifying the macroeconomic contribution of infrastructure
investments based on a multinational input-output table is input-output analysis.
Before the economic impact of real sport infrastructure is calculated, a theoretical exercise
investigating the effects of a one-million-euro investment in sports infrastructure in each of the EU’s
Member States demonstrates the impact of the national economies’ properties on the footprint of
such an investment (see the line “Virtual” in Table 1). This shows how much the results are expected
to differ even if the initial economic impulse (investment cost and directly stimulated sectors) to each
Member State is identical. In order to keep things simple and traceable, it is assumed that only the
sport-related construction sector benefits directly from the investment. Production of equipment,
architectural services and the like are not considered.

2.2.1.

Real effects of sport infrastructure

In section 4, the effect of real infrastructure in the Member States participating in iSport is reported.
Data requirements are more demanding as one needs the investment sum and its distribution over
13
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the sectors. Retrieving this kind of information requires experts working for a considerable time.
Because of that, it was done only for the iSport partner countries, and the relevant section of the
report is about them only.

2.2.2.

Normalised effects of sport infrastructure

Using the above mentioned two approaches seems to be sufficient at a first glance. However,
differently sized infrastructures and the respective cost-differences make direct comparisons between
different Member States complicated. In order to bridge the gap between the two approaches, a final
section using real, but normalised investments is provided. The real cost-structure (architects,
construction, electric equipment etc.) is used, but normalised to a total of one million euros in each
partner Member State. Thus, results can be as easily compared as in the first section on virtual
infrastructure, but use as many properties of the real world as in the second. The information on the
total impact in a Member State (as in the second section), however, is lost due to the normalisation
on one million euros.
Table 1: Overview of the following sections.
Cost in euros

Cost structure

Main purpose

Virtual

1 million

Just construction

Comparing all Member States

Real

Real number

Real distribution

Comparing absolute effects, iSport partners

Normalised

1 million

Real distribution

Comparing sector effects / iSport partners

Hence, all three approaches are necessary to fully understand the economic impact of sport
infrastructure.
Please note that in the whole document, numbers were rounded to the nearest whole number
thousand or million. Because of that, when adding up, rounding differences may occur.
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3. Virtual Infrastructure
3.1.

Chapter Summary

The economic effects of constructing sport infrastructure can vary widely between the Member
States. Under the assumption that one million euros are invested into construction only (no
architecture, furniture and the like), the range of GVA generated directly at the construction sites may
take on values between 0.2 million euros in Latvia and 0.54 million euros in Lithuania. This is even
more striking as many would consider these Member States rather similar.
Direct employment effects in the construction companies themselves range from 2.8 persons for one
year in Luxembourg to 33.2 persons for one year in Estonia. This dramatic difference is linked to labour
productivity as well as to wages and salaries: If labour productivity as well as wages and salaries are
low, employment is high.
If we take total effects on GVA (direct effects and indirect effects along the upstream value chain) into
account values differ between 0.44 million euros in Luxembourg and 0.86 million euros in Spain,
following one million euros of investment into sport-related construction. Total effects include the
domestic direct effects, domestic indirect effects but also indirect effects in all other EU countries.
The same calculations can be done for employment, showing an effect that ranges from 5.6
(Luxembourg) to 57.4 (Latvia) employees in the EU-28.

3.2.

Direct Effects

Direct effects arise in those companies and institutions which are directly involved in the creation of
the sport infrastructure. In this chapter, construction companies only are considered for direct effects.
Indirect effects are generated in the supply network of the directly affected companies. Typically, a
substantial share of intermediate goods and services are imported, so impacts happens in other
country too (possibly another EU Member State).
If one million euro is invested in each of the 28 Member States5, the direct GVA effect amounts to
10.06 million euro; the distribution according to Member State is presented in Figure 1. The remaining
17.94 m euro are for intermediate goods and services including taxes and subsidies on these. They can

5

During the initialisation and the first stages of the project, the United Kingdom was still part of the European
Union. Therefore, the EU-28 were considered as the target group for the calculations.
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be bought domestically, from other Member States, or from outside the European Union (see below
for a more detailed discussion).
Figure 1: Direct GVA per one million euros investment in sport infrastructure in each EU country

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

As can be seen, the variation of direct GVA is enormous. Using EU-wide averages therefore is not
reasonable, even if a standardized investment is analysed. Differences arise from the amount of
intermediate goods and services required, the wages and salaries, profit margins, taxation and more.
The same can be observed for the employment effect which will also depend on different economic
structures. These differences in the Member State’s economic structures can be seen in Figure 2 which
plots the labour productivity (GVA per employee) of each Member State against that Member State’s
labour productivity in sport-related construction.
Most points in the ‘cloud’ are below the 45°-lines, indicating that sport-related construction is slightly
less productive than the average sector.6 The effect seems to be stronger in Member States with
generally stronger economies, since the graph seems to turn horizontal at around 70,000 to 90,000

6

The values for sport-related construction correlate with the “normal” construction sector.
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Euros per employee in sport construction. However, Luxembourg, as the Member State with the
highest GVA per employee by far, lies perfectly on that line (see also Figure 4).
Lesson learned: labour productivity in sport-related construction roughly increases with
general economic labour productivity.
Lesson learned: In most countries the productivity of the sport construction sector is below
the national average. This means that investing in sport infrastructure will generate more
employment than average. Because of this, investing in sport can be used as a tool to increase
employment. This can be extremely beneficiary during times of recession or in the post-COVID
era.
Lesson learned: As poorer countries have lower labour productivity and the latter requires
more labour inputs in production, the labour generation effects will be stronger in the poorer
regions and nations. Therefore, investing in sport infrastructure can be used to converge
economically (from the point of view of employment) regions within a country or Member
States within the EU.
Figure 2: Labour productivity in the whole economy and in sport-related construction (million euros)

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA
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Figure 3 shows the direct employment effect in persons (thus, not in full time equivalents) if one
million euros is invested in sport-related construction. It represents the employees of the construction
companies, whilst effects on the rest of the economy are ignored. Results vary widely, by more than
a factor of ten! Investing one million euros in Luxembourg generates 2.8 ‘people’ in employment for
one year, while in Estonia it is 33.2 ‘persons’ for one year. Reasons for these differences include labour
costs, which are roughly inversely related to this employment effect, but also labour productivity: the
higher it is, the less employees are needed to generate GVA.
Figure 3: Direct employment effect in persons in sport-related construction

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

An interesting point is Ireland. Although it has a very high general labour productivity, it is
comparatively low in sport-related construction. As is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, Ireland has a
relatively high number of employees (10.3) as compared to other Member States with similar labour
productivity in that sector. Figure 4 depicts again labour productivity on the horizontal axis, and the
number of employees directly within the construction companies per million Euros of output on the
vertical. The Figure suggests that if one million Euros is spent in one year in each Member State, a
typical sport-related construction in Estonia would require around 33 employees, while in
18
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Luxembourg it would be less than three. The other Member States span an arch-like bow between
these two pillars. Ireland is an outlier again, having more employees than expected from her general
labour-productivity.
In Figure 4, one could even spot groups, such as the Member States reporting between 20 and 30
employees, including the Baltic States, Romania, Bulgaria, and Hungary. Another group corresponds
to countries having 20,000 to 40,000 Euros GVA per employee (also, between 0.02 and 0.04 on the
horizontal axis in Figure 2), including central European countries belonging to the former east
(Slovakia, Slovenia, Poland, Czech Republic, Croatia), Malta, and Portugal. These two groups seem to
form one big cluster in Figure 2. Greece and Cyprus seem to be very close in both figures and are
somewhere between the larger groups.
Lesson learned: direct employment effects are stronger in Member States with lower labour
productivity. With more than 20 employees per million Euros investment, they are highest in
the Baltic States as well as in Romania, Bulgaria and Hungary.
Figure 4: Labour productivity in the whole economy and direct employment

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA
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Given the strong ties between employment and labour productivity, one could expect something
similar in terms of the relationship between employment and wages and salaries. However, the lower
labour productivity is, the lower wages and salaries tend to be, so the connection is not clear from the
beginning.
Figure 5 shows the scatter plot of labour productivity on the horizontal axis and direct wages and
salaries paid per one million Euros investment in sport infrastructure on the vertical axis.7 It turns out
that there is no strong systematic relation between these variables; in fact, the highest wages and
salaries are paid in Denmark and Sweden (260,000 Euros each), followed by Lithuania (244,000 Euros);
it should be mentioned here that the employment generated by one million euro investment in sport
infrastructure in Lithuania is 26.8 as opposed to 6.6 and 5.6 in Sweden and Denmark respectively.
Figure 5: Labour productivity in the whole economy and direct wages and salaries (FR, HR, IE, LU,
and UK are missing)

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

In order to account for the different price levels in the Member States, the same graph was produced
in terms of purchasing power parities (PPP) in Figure 6. Data was taken from Eurostat variable

7

Unfortunately, FR, HR, IE, LU, and UK did not report comparable data.
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prc_ppp_ind (price level index). This variable is normalised so that the EU28 would report a value of
100.0 and takes on values between 45.0 in Bulgaria and 140.0 in Denmark in 2012. Thus, it is clear that
the very similar payments in Lithuania and Denmark mean something completely different for the
employee receiving that money. Although the resulting point cloud shows quite some variance, there
is a tendency of declining payments with increasing overall economic strength, even if the highest
point, Lithuania, is removed from the graph.
Figure 6: Labour productivity in the whole economy and direct wages and salaries in purchasing
power parities (FR, HR, IE, LU, and UK are missing)

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

3.3.

Indirect and Total Effects

Indirect effects are created by the demand for intermediate goods. Since these intermediate goods
can be bought from any company in any sector, they typically spread – rather unevenly – over the rest
of the economy. For the purpose of this study, two different origins are of interest: intermediate goods
which are produced domestically and the ones that are imported from another Member State. In
principle, there are also intermediate goods from the rest of the world, but they are of marginal
interest here.
21
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Figure 7 presents the direct (grey) and indirect domestic (turquoise) effects of one million euros
investment in sport infrastructure. Total effects are given by the height of both bars together. GVA
effects start in the directly stimulated companies in each Member State, generating direct GVA
between 200,000 Euros (Latvia) and 540,000 Euros (Lithuania). Indirect effects, domestic as well as
international, follow in the supply network of the directly affected companies. Domestic indirect GVA
is small in small economies (minimum in Luxembourg with 46,000 Euros) and larger in sizeable
economies (maximum in Italy with 504,000 Euros).
Figure 7: Domestic direct (grey) and indirect (turquoise) domestic GVA effect of one million euros
investment in sport infrastructure

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

As was noted before, direct effects (see Figure 1 or the grey bars in Figure 7) sum to 10.06 m euro.
The domestic indirect effects add another 9.93 m euro. The total domestic effects are given in
turquoise in Figure 7 for every Member State and add up to 19.99 m euros.
However, one must also take into account the generation of GVA through intermediate goods and
services from foreign Member States. As an example, imagine Member State A constructing a
swimming pool and purchasing pressure-resistant glass produced in Member State B. Obviously, the
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GVA from the production of this glass can be assigned to Member State B, where it is economically
generated.
By this mechanism, economies all over the European Union are stimulated and generate GVA even
from a single investment. Summing all effects of all 28 one-million-euro investments in every Member
State, total values between 460,000 in Luxembourg (0.40 m euros directly plus 0.06 m euros indirectly
as can be seen in Figure 8) and 1.87 m euro in Germany can be found. These include direct domestic,
and indirect domestic effects as well as all effects originating from investments in other economies
transferred by foreign trade. In total, 23.83 m euro of GVA are generated within the European Union
from the 28 one-million-euro investments into sport-infrastructure. In other words, 85 per cent of the
investments is turned into GVA within the European Union while only 15 per cent need to be imported
from other economies. These results are presented in the Figure 8 and Figure 9 for all Member States.
Figure 8: EU wide direct (grey) and indirect (turquoise) GVA effects in the Member State of their
economic creation of one million euros investment in sport infrastructure

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

As the demand from other countries must be at least zero, the turquoise bars in Figure 8 (GVA from
EU-wide demand) are at least as high as those in Figure 7 (GVA from domestic demand). Some
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Member States profit a lot from this foreign trade. While Germany’s domestic demand “only”
generates a GVA of 0.83 m euro (Figure 7), demand from other Member States increases the total
GVA effect to 1.87 m euro (Figure 8). The additional 1.04 m euro are generated from Germany’s
companies exporting to other Member States due to their one-million-euro investment. The GVA
impact in the United Kingdom, Italy, France and Spain is pushed also over the one-million-euro
threshold by foreign demand. It is common to see large economies generating more GVA as these
economies do not need to import as much as small economies do.
Lesson learned: direct GVA effects differ between 20% and 54% even between neighbouring
states (Latvia and Lithuania). There is no way to calculate the level of GVA effects in advance
without referring to the sport satellite accounts.
Lesson learned: indirect domestic effects are relatively higher in bigger economies (50.4% in
Italy) and smaller in small economies which have to import a lot (4.6% in Luxembourg).
Through these imports, other economies are stimulated.
Figure 9: Total GVA effects of a one million Euro investment in sport infrastructure in every Member
State

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA
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These numbers in absolute terms are certainly of interest, but to domestic policy makers it is often
more important to understand the effects in terms of the local economy. It makes a difference
whether GVA worth one million Euros is generated in Germany or in Bulgaria. Therefore, the numbers
of Figure 9 were transformed into shares of domestic GDP.
The results are shown in Figure 10 where one unit on the legend refers to a one-millionth of national
GVA. The highest values can be found in Malta where total GVA effects are 560,000 Euros which are
well below the average of 850,000 Euros of the values given in Figure 9. However, due to its small
national GVA of 5.17 bn Euros, the share 560,000 / 5.17 bn = 109 millionths. Given that sport
infrastructure can cost much more than one million Euros, the effects are scaled up correspondingly.
The next highest values are Estonia (60), Latvia (55), Cyprus (41) and Lithuania (35). Thus, although
the absolute values tend to indicate that large economies benefit, the relative values clearly indicate
that small economies are favoured much more in terms of percentual growth under the assumption
that investments are equally high everywhere. This assumption may be debatable however given the
fact that a certain type of infrastructure (e.g., an indoor swimming pool with a given configuration,
facilities and quality) costs a similar price within all Member States, it becomes an interesting question
to address.
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Figure 10: Total GVA effects of a one million Euro investment in sport infrastructure divided by
national GVA.

Note: One unit on the legend indicates a one-millionth of national GVA
Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

Lesson learned: while absolute total GVA effects are higher in large economies, the effect on
GVA growth is relatively stronger in small economies like Malta, Estonia, Latvia, Cyprus and
Lithuania, when a specific sport investment is to be carried out (e.g., a swimming pool, a
stadium etc.)
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Table 2: Total domestic GVA effects of a one million euros investment in sport infrastructure

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA
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Table 3: Total domestic GVA effects of a one million Euros investment in sport infrastructure

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA
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The next step is to have a look at sectorial effects, i.e., which other sectors apart from construction
are mainly affected by constructing sport-infrastructure. In this analysis, only domestic results are
considered. Thus, all effects which are generated in the rest of the European Union (foreign indirect)
are ignored.
Results are given in Table 2 and Table 3 and add up to the above mentioned 19.99 million euros
(turquoise bars in Figure 7). Dark colours indicate high total GVA effects with the construction sector
being excluded since it always is by far the highest (that the directly stimulated sector also has high
total effects is to be expected in all but the most extreme cases). Please note that the results of the
sport-related SSA-sectors were added together with their non-sport counterparts in order to increase
readability. In Table 2 and Table 3 there is only one construction sector (bold, outlined) while in the
SSA and during the calculations, sport-related construction and non-sport construction were treated
separately.
As an example, in Sweden the strongest total effects apart from construction are architectural services
with 76,000 Euros (darkest cell). Total GVA effect in Sweden is 759,700 Euros (bottom line). The
remaining 240,300 Euros of GVA go to the rest of the world including the European Union. The larger
the domestic GVA effect, the better for the local economy. Percentages range from 44.3% in
Luxembourg to 86.0% in Spain. There is a correlation coefficient of 0.50 between the economy’s total
GVA and the share of GVA generated domestically, since in larger economies fewer intermediate
goods must be imported. The result is shown in Figure 11. Low shares of domestic GVA can be
observed at low total GVA levels, while high total GVA practically ensures high shares. However, in the
mid-ranges, there are many Member States which form a shapeless cloud. The connection between
the two variables thus is more a tendency which is supported by a correlation coefficient of r = 0.50.8
Lesson learned: large economies import only a small share of GVA in their sport infrastructure
(Spain, Germany and Italy have more than 80% domestic GVA), while small share can be found
exclusively in small economies (Luxembourg, Ireland and Malta have less than 60% domestic
GVA). However, there are several small economies which have high shares (e.g., Lithuania and
Greece have around 79% as well).

8

Correlation coefficients can take on values between -1 and +1, with these two extremes expressing linear
relationships. When r = 0, it shows no systematic change in y if x is changed and vice versa. One must not mix
up correlation with either causality or dependent variables.
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Figure 11: Share of GVA remaining in the domestic economy v total GVA ( ’000s. euros)

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

Turning to the distribution of effects among the sectors, one can see that there are a few which are
often associated to the investment, like wholesale, financial services and architects. However, even
these are not necessarily among the top-sectors, as exceptions can always be found. Apparently, sport
infrastructure investment in Finland and Romania, and to a lesser extend in Denmark and the
Netherlands, stimulate a lot of sectors as their column shows many orange cells. On the other hand,
in Member States like Bulgaria the Czech Republic, Croatia, Luxembourg, Poland, and Sweden only
few sectors are affected substantially.
Using cluster analysis, one can identify groups of countries with approximate economic behaviour
much better. Cluster analyses are methods to group multidimensional data. In our case, Table 2 and
Table 3 contain 28 data points (i.e., Member States) with 65 dimensions (i.e., sectors). A so-called
Ward variance minimisation using squared distances was used to find similarities.9

9

Other methods, like average distances, lead to comparable results.
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Figure 12: Total GVA effects of a one million Euro investment in sport infrastructure in every
Member State

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

The closest pair is Denmark and the Netherlands since they are connected by the lowest bars at a level
of roughly 0.021. That means, that the values of total domestic effects in this cluster show a variance
of 0.021. The closest to this cluster is Finland. If Finland is added as third member of the cluster, the
variance increases to 0.027. After a while, Austria and Romania join the cluster, increasing variance to
0.037. Finally, Croatia merges into the cluster, represented by the leftmost and the highest turquoise
bar. The blue cluster right next to it consists of Malta, Lithuania and Luxembourg and has a slightly
smaller variance of 0.041. These two clusters can be merged again, but then the variance of this would
increase to 0.068. In principle, there is no constraint against merging the two, but for our purpose, a
cut-off level of 0.06 was chosen. Clusters can only adopt new members if the newly formed group
stays below that level. That level is arbitrarily chosen in such a way that a “reasonable” number of
clusters could be found with not too high variance.
Lesson learned: the following groups or clusters of Member States could be identified when
similarities of total domestic GVA effects are analysed:
•

CZ, SE, dark blue: strong association between sport investments and architects. Other effects
are negligible.

•

MT, LT, LU, blue: strong effects on wholesale. At least medium effects on architects, legal and
financial services.
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•

HR, RO, AT, FI, DK, NL, turquoise: strong effects on wholesale as well as legal and accounting
services. Medium effects on financial services, real estate services (though strong in HR). Land
transport and mining are affected in three of the five Member States.

•

DE, EL, green: strong effects on real estate services and wholesale. Effects on non-metallic
mineral products, fabricated metals, retail, legal services and architects are noticeable in both
Member States, especially in Greece.

•

BG, black: strong effect on financial services10, and to a lesser extent on land transport,
architecture and wholesale.

•

IT, CY, PT, BE, FR, IE, UK, light green: strong effects on wholesale, legal services, non-metallic
mineral products, fabricated metals, financial services. Architects and security services are
affected substantially in five of the seven Member States.

•

LV, PL, EE, SK, ES, HU, SL, orange: strong effects on wholesale, retail, land transport, architects
and legal services. Medium to strong effects on non-metallic mineral products, fabricated
metals, financial services, real estate services. Medium effects on mining, wood products,
rental and security services.

Lesson learned: these clusters reflect the production technologies in the Member States.
Although some expected similarities can be found (e.g., the orange group consisting of LV, PL, EE,
SK, HU, and SL are former east bloc-countries), some similarities are unexpected (e.g., the dark
blue group consisting of CZ and SE as well as the green group with DE and EL).
In order to understand the GVA effect of sport infrastructure construction on the whole of the EU,
total effects not only on the domestic economy, but on any economy of the EU were summed in Table
4. Note that these values are higher than in the rightmost column of Table 3 where only the domestic
effects are reported.
Lesson learned: as can be expected, construction takes the lead with 12.05 m Euros of GVA or
slightly more than half of the total GVA effect. Wholesale is ranked second with 1.09 m Euros
GVA, followed by financial services reporting 0.62 m Euros GVA. In total, there are eight sectors
with more than 500.000 euros GVA.
Lesson learned: overall, 23.83 million euros of GVA are generated within the European Union
which is a share of 85.11% of the total 28 million euros. Only 14.89% of GVA is imported from
outside the European Union.

10

These effects may be too high. Probably, but not for certain, the whole payments and not just interest rates
were considered in the creation of the national IOT.
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Table 4: Total GVA effects of a one million Euros investment in sport infrastructure

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA
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So far, EU-wide totals were seen from the perspective of the Member States that generates added
value (where work happens). If, as an example, Croatia invests on infrastructure and imports goods
from Portugal, the GVA generated in Portugal is ascribed to Portugal. Therefore, it is possible that
export-oriented economies generate more than one million euros GVA if many other Member States
purchase goods and services from them. This point of view is oriented towards the decision makers in
individual Member States: if an infrastructure project is initiated in their country, how much does the
domestic economy benefit? In these terms, the impact on foreign economies is much less important.
However, it may be interesting to see the results, in the case of the previous example, with the GVA
generated in Portugal being attributed to Croatia – because the infrastructure is constructed there. It
creates a causal connection between the economic effect and the original Member State. This second
point of view can be interpreted as an answer to the question how much GVA is generated within the
European Union if a Member State orders a sport infrastructure and therefore assumes the point of
view of an EU-wide process. The turquoise bars in Figure 13 visualise those numbers. Member States
are again ordered by their direct effect shown in grey bars which are identical to Figure 8. For example,
in the case of Croatia, following the one million euros investment, 840,000 euros of GVA is generated
within the European Union (380.000 euros directly in Croatia and 460.000 euros indirectly all over the
European Union including Croatia as can be read off Figure 13). These 840,000 euros are causally
connected and attributable to Croatia. Note that the sum over all the total values again equals 23.83
million euros, as before, as only the assignment of the non-domestic indirect effects has changed from
the Member State that does the work to the one constructing the infrastructure.
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Figure 13: EU-wide direct (grey) and indirect GVA effects (turquoise) of a one million Euro
investment in sport infrastructure causally attributable to every Member State

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

As shown in some detail in the appendix on value added, every economic product is made of
100 per cent GVA. If the one million euros investment costs are turned into 840,000 euros of GVA, the
remaining 160,000 euros of GVA are generated outside of the European Union. Values around
80 per cent to 90 per cent are somehow normal, however, there seem to be two outliers, namely
Luxembourg and Malta. Both are small open economies, strongly depending on imports. Therefore, it
only seems natural that their domestic direct and indirect effect are comparatively small. That the EUwide impact is small as well must be attributed to strong foreign-trade relations to countries outside
of the European Union. For example, the data of the underlying model of Luxembourg suggest that in
the case of the construction of a one-million-euros sport-infrastructure, goods and services worth
316,000 euros are directly imported from outside the European Union. Together with the same
imports from such countries in the other steps of the supply network, it seems plausible that only
620,000 euros of GVA are generated within the European Union.
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Lesson learned: if a Member States invests one million euros in sport-infrastructure, one can
assume that a total of 800,000 to 900,000 euros of GVA is generated somewhere within the
European Union with the exceptions of Malta and Luxembourg.
The same reasoning can be applied to employment. If Member State A orders a sport infrastructure
and intermediate goods are imported from Member State B, a certain employment effect can be
measured in B. Therefore, employment effect too can be separated into three parts: the direct effect
(in Member State A, shown in Figure 3), the domestic indirect effect (in Member State A) and the
foreign indirect effect (in Member State B). One can, again, use both kinds of calculation: the total
employment effect due to an infrastructure created in Member State A, even if it is generated in B (as
done for GVA in Figure 13) or the total employment effect in Member State B, even if the
infrastructure is ordered elsewhere (as done for GVA in Figure 8). The EU-wide sum is the same for
both methods. Figure 14 shows the second method, thus it shows how much employment is generated
in each Member State, independent of which Member State ordered the infrastructure. As in Figure
8, Germany’s total effect is much larger than its direct effect due to the size of exports. However, the
largest impact can be observed in Latvia. Figure 8 shows that in Latvia 0.82 m euros of GVA are
generated, much less than Germany’s 1.87 m euros. Nonetheless, Figure 14 shows that Latvia can
employ 54.2 persons for one year (21.1 directly and 33.1 indirectly) to generate the 0.82 m euros of
GVA, while in Germany it is only 26.2 persons for the 1.87 m euros of GVA. These substantially different
ratios, once again, are due to the differences in labour productivity. Thus, effects must be considered
with care. Investments in sport may be very advantageous in terms of GVA for one country, but in
terms of employment, another country can benefit much more. Investments in sport can lead to
economic convergence, but effects need to be analysed in detail for every Member State.
The Member States benefitting the most from a one million euros investment in terms of employment
would therefore be Latvia, Estonia, Bulgaria, Romania, and Lithuania. All of those would generate
more than 40 employees for one year. They are followed by Hungary, Poland, Croatia, and Slovakia
with more than 30 employees. The highest multiplier (i.e., the ratio between the turquoise total
effects and the grey direct effects) can be found in Portugal (the total effect is 3.27 times higher than
the direct effect) followed by Germany (3.19), and Poland (2.99). The smallest is calculated for
Luxembourg (1.14) which means that hardly any intermediate goods for sport infrastructures are
produced there – neither for domestic use nor for export. Nonetheless, the direct GVA effect of
Luxembourg (see grey bars in Figure 8) is well above the EU-wide average.
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Figure 14: EU wide direct (grey) and indirect (turquoise) employment effects in the Member State
of their economic creation following one million euros investment in sport infrastructure

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

Lesson learned: total employment in a Member State is comprised of direct and indirect domestic
employment as well as indirect employment from exports. Therefore, Member States which
export a lot (like Germany) as well as those which generate a lot of employment from GVA (like
Latvia) show the highest total values.
As discussed before, indirect effects can not only be counted in the Member State where they are
actually generated, but also where the infrastructure is constructed. Therefore, if Member State A
undertakes the investment and some employment is generated abroad in Member State B, it will still
be accounted for in A due to its causal connection to the original investment. This was done for GVA
in Figure 13 and for employment in Figure 15. The grey direct effects need to be identical, and the
turquoise indirect effects seem at least very similar. However, one can see that especially Germany
has a much lower total impact. The reason is that the industry for intermediate goods benefits much
more from exports than from the domestic demand. Latvia, in turn, shows an even higher effect
meaning that the indirect effect from domestic customers is stronger than the one from foreign. The
same is also true for the above discussed case of Luxembourg which now reports a multiplier of 1.98
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(in contrast to 1.14 above) which is just below the EU-average of 2.05. Poland again has the highest
value (3.44), followed by Slovenia (3.02) and Latvia (2.72). As noted before, the main difference
between the two interpretations is whether a national or EU-wide point of view is considered. The
results presented in the paragraph here assume the latter: if a Member State constructs some
infrastructure, how much employment can be attributed to this decision EU-wide, independently of
where the persons are actually employed.
Figure 15: EU-wide direct (grey) and indirect employment effects (turquoise) of a one million Euro
investment in sport infrastructure causally attributable to every Member State

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

3.4.

EU-Wide International Trade

Cross-border indirect effects are not the only way of analysing international trade relations with
respect to sport infrastructure. Figure 16 shows the shares of intermediate goods imported from other
Member States. Rows indicate where a Member State delivers to, whilst columns show the origin of
the purchases. The highest value is 14.6%, representing imports of Ireland from the United Kingdom.
The horizontal turquoise bar of Germany indicates that many Member States import from Germany
underlining the export-oriented character of that Member State. Several (close) neighbour-states with
high values can be found: Finland to Estonia, Germany to Luxembourg, Poland to Lithuania, Italy to
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Malta, Spain to Portugal. However, the low values between Cyprus and Greece are remarkable. Note
that the column-wise sums are necessarily smaller than 1.0 since at most 100% of goods can be
imported. Row-wise sums (thus exports), however, can in principle take on any number (imagine
country A and B importing 75% of their respective intermediate good from country C. The row-wise
sum of country C would then be 1.50).
Lesson learned: large foreign trade flows stimulated by investments in sport infrastructure
can be found between neighbour-states or those which are at least close to each other.
However, geographical proximity is not sufficient to ensure strong flows, as many pairs of
direct neighbours do not reveal any significant trade relations.
Figure 16: Foreign trade relations of sport infrastructure.

Note: Imports in shares of total intermediate goods by Member State in each column (e.g., IE imports
14.6% of total intermediate goods from the UK)
Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA
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4. Real Infrastructure
4.1.

Chapter Summary

The real data on sport-related infrastructure includes 90 projects in the seven iSport-partner countries
totalling 476 million euros, equivalent to an average cost of 5.3 million euros. However, the projects
were very diverse with investment costs ranging from 50,000 euros for a single sport room to more
than 57 million euros for a football stadium. Data were never considered representative and should
be interpreted as exemplary. In contrast to the virtual investment, not only the total investment costs
were used, but also the sectors from where the investment goods and services were purchased.
Construction was the largest sector, other sectors were the production of furniture and equipment,
lighting, and the playing field as well as architectural, financial, and real estate services. The
distribution of the costs into the various sectors plays an important role as every sector has different
effects on GVA and employment and purchases a variety of intermediate goods from its domestic and
foreign supply network. Variations could be observed between Member States as well as between
investment types (Football stadium, grassroots facility, and elite facility).
The economic impact was calculated for all iSport-partner and non-partner countries, as the latter
may be part of the partners’ supply networks. A total of 386 million euros of GVA was generated from
the 90 real projects as well as 8,987 jobs for one year. A share of 17 per cent of GVA (66 million euros)
and 12 per cent of employees (1,076 persons) was generated outside of the domestic economy, but
within the EU. These were contributions of the iSport-partner countries to the other Member States
through their supply networks and are therefore at least partially due to the economic integration
within the EU. By far the largest benefits could be calculated for Germany (22 million euros of GVA
and 288 jobs), followed by Spain (9 million euros of GVA and 160 jobs), and Italy (5 million euros of
GVA and 86 jobs).

4.2.

Data on Sport Infrastructure

In this part of the report, an overview of the real data will be given first, and afterwards results based
on these will be presented. Since data collection included a detailed cost structure, the model had
direct effects not only on construction but on other sectors as well, such as architects and equipment
manufacturers.
As it was expected before starting the research, data availability is very different among the
participating countries. For most participants, it turned out to be difficult to identify the cost structure
of their infrastructure. No partner country could identify data on payments for imported goods or
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services in the costs. Data often were “anonymised” in such a way that the single facilities could not
be identified. Data on cost structure were available to the project for
1. Austria: data on two football stadiums and 21 elite facilities were given to the project team.
Data were reported for a single year only. Costs for financial services were reported as extra
information.
2. Cyprus: highly detailed data were reported for the AEK Arena Larnaca (football), the
Gymnastic Club Olympia (GSO) Stadium in Limassol (grassroots), and the Limassol Indoor
Arena (elite). In the case of the last project, data reach back to 2001. In the case of the AEK
Arena, costs for lighting and the grass in the pitch were reported, providing an interesting
additional dimension.
3. Croatia: the city of Đakovo provided data on a football stadium, a grassroots facility, and an
elite facility. In addition to that, data on another six football stadiums, one elite facility and 17
grassroots facilities were collected by the national expert.
4. Lithuania: data on a multifunctional training complex with 3000 m2 for basketball, handball,
volleyball, indoor football, land hockey and wrestling (grassroot facility) as well as for a Rugby
stadium with 500 covered tribunes, dressing rooms, gym, conference room, room for medical
treatment (elite facility) were reported. Total investments as well as investments from 2016
to 2018 were made available. Data was provided personally by the Head of the Physical
Education and Sport Division of the City of Šiauliai, in December 2018.
5. Luxembourg: values for a football stadium, a grassroots facility and an elite facility were
provided by the expert.
6. Portugal: information on 18 grassroots facilities and twelve elite facilities were reported by
the national expert. Facilities were quite diverse, ranging from swimming pools over gyms to
sport halls and running tracks. Thus, they should provide a reasonable average of costs and
cost structures.
7. United Kingdom: Sport England reported averages of community swimming pools as well as
sport halls. Both fall into the category of grassroots facilities.
An overview of the costs in absolute terms is given in Table 5.
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Table 5: Infrastructure projects, overview total and average costs.
Type

Football Stadiums

Elite Facilities

Grassroots facilities

MS

No

Total costs

AT

2

35,000,000

17,500,000

CY

1

8,133,690

8,133,690

HR

7

5,795,308

827,901

LT

0

LU

1

57,579,133

57,579,133

PT

0

UK

0

AT

21

107,430,000

5,115,714

CY

1

6,729,157

6,729,157

HR

2

19,408,378

9,704,189

LT

1

1,030,000

1,030,000

LU

1

10,024,724

10,024,724

PT

12

167,582,685

13,965,224

UK

0

AT

0

CY

1

5,002,615

5,002,615

HR

18

15,078,182

837,677

LT

1

2,975,000

2,975,000

LU

1

17,368,929

17,368,929

PT

18

9,722,000

540,111

UK

2

7,545,000

3,772,500

90

476,404,800

5,293,387

Total

Average costs per project

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

To get a better understanding of the cost structure, an overview of their percentage shares in total
costs is given in Table 6. It is apparent that construction costs are by far the largest, typically in the
range of 80% to 90%. However, there are a few notable exceptions.
For example, the case of the football stadium in Cyprus is an interesting one as it provides information
on lighting and grass. With 7% and 5% of cost shares respectively, they consume noticeable parts of
the budgets – clearly more than the financial services for the elite facility in Austria and about the
typical share for architecture services.
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Table 6: Overview of cost structures in percent of total costs.
Construction

Furniture,

Architecture

Finance

Lighting

Equipment
AT Football

80%

11%

5%

CY Football

70%

12%

2%

HR Football

52%

27%

4%

LU Football

76%

9%

16%

AT Elite

82%

6%

7%

CY Elite

79%

7%

10%

HR Elite

77%

13%

3%

LT Elite

94%

5%

1%

LU Elite

83%

10%

6%

PT Elite

98%

2%

CY Grassroots

87%

0.10%

9%

HR

85%

9%

2%

LT Grassroots

89%

7%

3%

LU Grassroots

67%

19%

UK

44%

10%

Real

Playing

estate

field

Other

4%
7%

4%

5%

0%

17%

0.20%

5%
4%
5%

3%

1%
1%
4%
2%

3%

5%

7%

1%

3%

23%

Grassroots

1%

19%

Grassroots
Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

Lesson learned: Sport infrastructure projects can be extremely diverse in economic terms. Not
only their total investment sums may diverge by a factor of 100 and more, but their sectoral
characteristics (such as sectoral sources of investment goods) differ substantially as well.

4.3.
Empirical magnitude of GVA and Employment effects in the
Partner Countries
4.3.1.

Austria

All calculations were made under the assumption that all directly involved companies are domestic.
In the standard case that some of these companies are foreign, the domestic impact has to be reduced
accordingly while the impact on the rest of the European Union has to be increased.
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In Austria, data regarding 23 projects (2 stadiums, 21 other projects) amounting to € 142.43 m euro
was used to calculate the related GVA and employment effects. As presented in Figure 17, an
investment of 142.43 m euro in sport infrastructure in Austria, leads to 55.46 m euros of direct and
50.94 m euros of indirect domestic GVA. This represents a total domestic GVA effect of 106.40 m euros
and thus a domestic multiplier of 1.92. If one takes into consideration the 19.08 m euros of GVA in the
rest of the EU, the associated EU-wide multiplier becomes 2.27, indicating that the sport infrastructure
investment stimulates the economy quite strongly.
The employment effect arising out of the above-mentioned investment amounts to employment for
1635 persons (882 direct and 752 in intermediate goods and services). The domestic employment
multiplier associated with sport infrastructure investment is 1.85. It becomes 2.27 when the EU-wide
effect of an additional 365 employed persons is included.
Figure 17: GVA and Employment effect arising from 142.43 m euro investment in sport
infrastructure in Austria

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

Football Stadium
The two football stadiums generated 35 m euros direct output, of which 28.1 m euros are due to
construction and construction works. An additional 26.9 m euros are added via indirect effects. The
total domestic output is 61.9 m euros with a multiplier effect of 1.77.
These investments generated around 13.5 m euros direct GVA. Most of this, around 10.5 m euros, is
due to construction and construction works. Furniture and other manufactured goods account for 1.3
m euros, Architectural and engineering services; technical testing and analysis services for 0.8 m euros
and other professional, scientific and technical services and veterinary services for 0.75 m euros. An
additional 12.3 m euros are added via indirect effects. Here the largest amount, 0.7 m euros, stems
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from legal and accounting services. The total domestic GVA effect is 25.8 m euros with a multiplier
effect of 1.91.
From this expenditure on stadium construction, employment increases. The direct employment effect
accounts for an additional 218 jobs, with 161 of those being attributed to the construction sector.
From indirect effects, 183 additional jobs are created in Austria. The multiplier effect concerning
employment is 1.84.
Through the additional employment, wages and salaries are generated. The direct effect accounts for
6.6 m euro of wages created. Through the indirect channels, an additional 5.3 m euros are added for
a total of 11.9 m euros of wages. The total multiplier for wages and salaries is 1.80.
Elite Sport
As mentioned above, data of 21 facilities could be obtained for the calculations performed in this
study. The direct GVA effect of elite sport facilities is 41.9 m euros. The indirect GVA effect is
38.5 m euros. Effects from construction works are by far the largest contributor (34.8 m euros).
Percentagewise, construction works have a approximately similar shares for both football stadiums
and elite sport facilities. The total GVA effect is 80.5 m euros and has a multiplier of 1.92.
Elite sport facilities create 1,234 jobs. Of these, 664 are attributed to the direct employment effect
and 569 to indirect effects. Their employment multiplier is 1.84.
Due to this employment effect, an additional 37.2 m euros of wages and salaries are created. From
them, 20.5 m is attributed to the direct and 16.6 to the indirect effects. The total multiplier for wages
and salaries is 1.81.
The Big Picture of Sport
The 23 projects, all of which are supported by the federal government, have an investment sum of
142.4 m euros. This leads to a direct GVA of 55.4 m euros. From the indirect effect an additional of
50.9 m euro is generated. The total GVA is 106.4 m euro, which corresponds to a multiplier effect of
1.92. Due to spill over effects, the rest of the EU generates another 19.1 m euro, totalling in 125.7 m
euro GVA being created. This yields a multiplier effect of 2.26 and highlights the positive effect
investments in sport infrastructure can have on the economy.
Furthermore, this leads to a direct employment effect of 882 persons. From the indirect effect an
additional 752 jobs are generated. The total employment effect is 1,634, which corresponds to a
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multiplier effect of 1.85. In the rest of the EU, another 365 employees are reported. This brings the
multiplier effect up to 2.27.
These investments also lead to 27.2 m euros direct wages and salaries. An additional of 22 m euros
are generated indirectly within Austria, adding up to 49.2 m euros, which corresponds to a multiplier
effect of 1.81.
These results show that in Austria the construction industry purchases many intermediate goods and
services and therefore generates high indirect effects. This results in high multipliers – especially
domestically, but also across the EU – which highlights the positive effect sport investment can have
on the economy and employment. Further, 74 percent of the investments turn into GVA in Austria
and around one third of investments become wages and salaries.

4.3.2.

Cyprus

All calculations were made under the assumption that all directly involved companies are domestic.
In the standard case that some of these companies are foreign, the domestic impact must be reduced
accordingly while the impact on the rest of the European Union has to increase.
In Cyprus the available sport infrastructure investment data amounted to 19.87 m euros which
generated 7.37 m euros in direct GVA and 5.84 m euros in indirect GVA domestically. The employment
generated by this investment amounts to 379 jobs (224 direct, 155 indirect) which leads to a domestic
employment multiplier of 1.69.
Figure 18: GVA and Employment effect arising from 19.87 m euro investment in sport infrastructure
in Cyprus

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA
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Football Stadium
The direct output for the football stadium is 8.13 m euro, which is turned into a domestic direct GVA
worth 2.88 m euros. The indirect GVA effect equals 2.12 m euros. The total domestic GVA effect is
5.00 m euros and has a multiplier effect of 1.73. In the other Member States, an additional 1.04 m
euros of GVA are created, resulting in an EU-wide multiplier of 2.15.
Building the football stadium created 144 jobs. Of these, 88 are attributed to the direct employment
effect and 56 to indirect effects. The employment multiplier thus equals 1.64. In other Member States,
an additional 12 jobs are created, leading to a multiplier of 1.83.
Due to this employment effect, a domestic total of 2.23 m euros of wages and salaries are generated.
From them 1.29 m is attributed to the direct effect and 0.94 to the indirect effect.
Grassroots Sport
The grassroots facilities generated 5.00 m euros direct output, corresponding to 1.97 m euros direct
GVA. An additional 1.67 m euros are added via indirect effects. The total domestic GVA effect is 3.64
m euros and yields a multiplier of 1.85. The rest of the EU generates 0.69 m euros of indirect GVA,
giving a multiplier of 2.20.
The direct employment effect accounts for 60 jobs. From indirect effects, an additional 44 additional
jobs are created. The total domestic employment effect is 104, leading to an employment multiplier
of 1.74. Another 8 jobs are created in other Member States, increasing the multiplier to 1.88.
The direct effect on wages and salaries accounts for 0.88 m euros and through the indirect channels,
an additional 0.74 m euros are added for a total of 1.62 m euros of wages and salaries.
Elite Sport
The direct output for elite sport is 6.73 m euros, which is turned into a domestic direct GVA worth
2.51 m euros. The indirect GVA effect equals 2.06 m euros. Hence, the total domestic GVA effect is
4.57 m euros and has an associated multiplier of 1.82. In the other Member States, an additional 0.85
m euros of GVA are created, resulting in an EU-wide multiplier of 2.16.
The creation of the elite sport facilities generated 131 domestic jobs. Of these, 76 are attributed to
the direct employment effect and 54 to the indirect effects. The resulted employment multiplier
equals 1.71. In other Member States, an additional 10 jobs are created, leading to a multiplier of 1.85.
Due to this employment effect, a domestic total of 2.04 m euros of wages and salaries are created.
From this, 1.12 m is attributed to the direct effect and 0.92 to the indirect effect.
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The Big Picture of Sport
The investments into sport facilities, considered in this project, add up to a direct investment of 19.87
m euro. This leads to a direct GVA of 7.37 m euros. From the indirect effects, an additional 5.84 m
euros are generated. The total GVA is 13.21 m euros, providing a multiplier of 1.79. Due to spill over
effects, the rest of the EU creates another 2.58 m euro indirect GVA. This brings the multiplier effect
up to 2.17. Bearing in mind that Cyprus is a small economy, the domestic multiplier is high.
Furthermore, this leads to a direct employment effect of 224. From indirect effects an additional 155
jobs are generated. The total employment effect is 379, which corresponds to a multiplier effect of
1.69. Due to spill over effects, the rest of the EU generates 31 more jobs. This brings the multiplier
effect up to 1.85 and highlights the positive effect sport investment can have on the employment. A
mentioned before, the multiplier is very high for a small economy.
These investments lead to 3.29 m euros in direct wages and salaries. From the indirect effect an
additional of 2.60 m euros are generated. The total wages and salaries contribute of 5.88 m euros.
In conclusion, the effects in Cyprus show that the construction sector there requires an enormous
amount of intermediate goods, which leads to strong indirect effects on the rest of the economy –
domestically and EU-wide. The high EU-wide multipliers can at least partially be explained by the
strong ties to Spain which reports accordingly high values itself. A share of 67% of investments is
turned into domestic GVA and nearly 30% of investments turned into wages and salaries (which are
part of GVA). The observed high domestic multipliers may be due to Cyprus being an island. This forces
the economy to be comparably self-sufficient. The corresponding few imports keep the domestic
multipliers high.

4.3.3.

Croatia

All calculations were made under the assumption that the directly involved companies are domestic.
In the standard case that some of these companies are foreign, the domestic impact must be reduced
accordingly, while the impact on the rest of the European Union has to increase.
In Croatia, data on seven football stadiums, two elite facilities and 18 grassroots facilities were
gathered. Thus, a total of 27 projects could be analysed, amounting to € 40.2 m euros. As presented
in Figure 19, this investment leads to 16.1 m euros of direct and 12.8 m euros of indirect domestic
GVA. This represents a total domestic GVA effect of 28.9 m euros and thus a domestic multiplier of
1.79. If one takes into consideration that 4.8 m euros of GVA were generated in the rest of the EU, the
associated EU-wide multiplier becomes 2.09, indicating that the sport infrastructure investment
affects the economy very strongly.
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The domestic employment effect arising out of the above-mentioned investment amounts to 1303
persons in employment (802 direct and 501 in intermediate goods and services). The domestic
employment multiplier associated with sport infrastructure investment is 1.62. It becomes 1.73 when
the EU-wide effect of an additional 87 employed persons is included.
During the calculation of the model, there were no sectoral data on wages and salaries available.
Therefore, no results for this variable can be reported.
Figure 19: GVA and Employment effect arising from 40.2 m euro investment in sport infrastructure
in Croatia

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

Football Stadium
The football stadiums investments generated nearly 5.80 m euros of direct output. These investments
created around 2.38 m euros direct GVA. Most of this, around 1.14 m euros, is due to construction
works. An additional 1.77 m euros GVA are attributed to indirect effects. The total domestic GVA effect
is thus 4.16 m euros with a multiplier effect of 1.74.
From these expenditures, employment increases. The direct employment effect from investments
accounts for an additional 140 jobs, with 67 of those being attributed to furniture and other
manufactured goods and 50 to the construction sector. From indirect effects, 69 additional jobs are
created. The total employment effect is 209, giving an employment multiplier of 1.50.
Grassroots Sport
The grassroots facilities investments generated 15.08 m euros direct output. These investments
generated around 5.95 m euros direct GVA. An additional 4.91 m euros are added via indirect effects.
The total domestic GVA effect is 10.86 m euros with a multiplier effect of 1.82.
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The direct employment effect from investments accounts for an additional 283 jobs. From indirect
effects 191 additional jobs are created. The total domestic employment effect is 475, giving an
employment multiplier of 1.68.
Elite Sport
The direct output for elite sport investments is 19.41 m euros, which generates a direct GVA of 7.83
m euros. The indirect GVA effect is 6.15 m euros. In both effects, construction yields by far the largest
impact (5.81 m euros in total), highlighting the importance and significance of the construction sector
for investments in sports. The total GVA effect is 13.98 m euros, leading to a multiplier effect of 1.79.
The investment on elite sport facilities created 614 jobs. Of these, 379 are attributed to the direct
employment effect and 240 to indirect effects. The employment multiplier is 1.63.
The Big Picture of Sport
Croatia reported a direct investment of 40.28 m euros. This leads to a direct GVA of 16.17 m euro.s
From the indirect effects an additional of 12.83 m euros of GVA is generated. The total GVA thus equals
28.99 m euros, which corresponds to a multiplier effect of 1.79. Due to spill over effects, the rest of
the EU generates 4.81 m euros, increasing the multiplier effect to 2.09. This is a relatively high
multiplier which is unexpected for a small, open economy.
Furthermore, this leads to a direct employment effect of 802 jobs. From indirect effects, an additional
501 jobs are generated. The total employment effect is 1303, which corresponds to a multiplier effect
of 1.62. Due to spill over effects, the rest of the EU generates 87 additional jobs, bringing the multiplier
effect up to 1.73.

4.3.4.

Lithuania

All calculations were made under the assumption that all directly involved companies are domestic.
In the standard case that some of these companies are foreign, the domestic impact must be reduced
accordingly, while the impact on the rest of the European Union has to increase.
An investment of 4.01 m euros in sport infrastructure (3000 m2 multifunctional training complex
costing 2.975 m euros, and a Rugby Stadium for 1.03 m euros) generated 2.16 m euros direct GVA,
1.00 m euros of indirect GVA domestically, and 0.38 m euros in the rest of the EU. The GVA multiplier
of investment in sport infrastructure in Lithuania is thus 1.46, increasing to 1.64 when EU-wide effects
are included.
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The above investment generates a total of 169 employment in the domestic economy (112 directly
and 57 indirectly generated), providing an employment multiplier of 1.51. If the EU-wide effects are
included, the total employment effect becomes 177 persons.
Figure 20: GVA and Employment effect arising from 4.01 m euro investment in sport infrastructure
in Lithuania

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

Grassroots Sport
The grassroots facilities generated 2.98 m euros direct output, which generated around 1.61 m euros
direct GVA, out of which 1.43 m euro can be attributed to the construction sector. An additional 0.74
m euros GVA are added via indirect effects. The total domestic GVA effect equal 2.35 m euros,
resulting in a multiplier effect of 1.46.
From this expenditure in grassroots facilities, employment increases. The direct employment effect
accounts for an additional 84 jobs. From indirect effects 42 additional jobs are created. Hence, the
total domestic employment effect becomes 126, giving an employment multiplier of 1.50.
Through the additional employment, direct wages and salaries worth 0.73 m euros were created.
Through the indirect channels, an additional 0.29 m euros were added, to a total of 1.02 m euro. The
total multiplier for wages and salaries is 1.41.
Elite Sport
The direct output for elite sport is 1.03 m euros. This led to a direct GVA of 0.56 m euros. The indirect
GVA effect amounts to another 0.26 m euros, giving 0.81 m euros in total. Thus, the domestic GVA
multiplier equals 1.46. In both cases, construction is by far the largest contributor (0.61 m euro in
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total). This highlights the importance and significance of the construction sector for sportinfrastructure.
The construction of the elite sport facilities created 43 jobs. Of these, 28 are attributed to the direct
employment effect and 15 to indirect effects. The employment multiplier is 1.52.
Due to this employment effect, an additional 0.35 m euros of wages and salaries are created. From
them, 0.25 m euros are attributed to the direct effect and 0.10 m to the indirect effect. The total
multiplier for wages and salaries is 1.41.
The Big Picture of Sport
Lithuania has a direct investment of 4.01 m euros, leading to a direct GVA of 2.16 m euros. From
indirect effects an additional of 1.00 m euros is generated. Hence, the total domestic GVA is 3.16 m
euro, corresponding to a multiplier of 1.46. Due to spill over effects, the rest of the EU generates 0.39
m euros of GVA, returning a multiplier of 1.64.
Furthermore, this leads to a direct and indirect employment effect of 112 and 57 jobs correspondingly.
The total employment effect equals 169, which corresponds to a multiplier effect of 1.51. Due to spill
over effects, the rest of the EU generates another 8 jobs.
These investments lead to 0.98 m euros direct wages and salaries plus an additional of 0.40 m euros
through the supply network. The total wages and salaries equal 1.37 m euros, which corresponds to a
multiplier effect of 1.41.
In conclusion, the above analysis implies that the construction sector requires many intermediate
goods, which leads to strong indirect effects on the rest of the economy (domestic and EU-wide). This
can be seen in the high multipliers generated for a small economy. A very high share of 79% of
investments is turned into domestic GVA and one third of investments (34%) is turned into wages and
salaries (which are part of the GVA).

4.3.5.

Luxemburg

All calculations were made under the assumption that all directly involved companies are domestic.
In the standard case that some of these companies are foreign, the domestic impact must be reduced
accordingly, while the impact on the rest of the European Union has to increase.
For Luxemburg, investment data on one football stadium, one grassroots facility and one elite facility
indicated a total investment of 84.97 m euros. Their GVA and employment effect are presented in
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Figure 21. Before the beginning of the statistical analysis, there were no sectoral data on domestic
wages and salaries available, therefore no such effects could be calculated.
Figure 21: GVA and Employment effect arising from 87.9 m euro investment in sport infrastructure
in Luxemburg

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

Football Stadium
The football stadium generated 57.57 m euros direct output, which created around 20.14 m euros
direct GVA. Most of this, around 17.29 m euros, was due to the construction sector. An additional 3.12
m euro were added via indirect effects. The total domestic GVA effect was 23.27 m euro with a
multiplier effect of 1.15. The rest of the EU generated another 10.81 m euros of indirect GVA,
increasing the multiplier to 1.69.
The direct employment effect was 162 jobs, with 124 of those being attributed to the construction
sector. From indirect effects, 20 additional jobs were created. The total employment effect was 182,
giving an employment multiplier of 1.13. As in the case of GVA, the rest of the EU created most of the
indirect effect generating employment for 152 persons and increasing the multiplier to 2.06.
Grassroots Sport
The grassroots facilities generated 17.37 m euros direct output, turning into 5.02 m euros direct GVA.
From this, 4.65 m euros are attributed to the construction sector. An additional 0.65 m euros are
added via indirect effects. The total domestic GVA effect equals 5.67 m euros with a multiplier effect
of 1.13. Most of the indirect GVA (2.43m) is generated in the EU outside of Luxembourg, leading to a
multiplier of 1.61.
The direct employment effect accounts for 37 jobs. From indirect effects, four additional jobs are
created. Thus, the total domestic employment effect equals 42 (rounded) with an employment
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multiplier of 1.12. In the rest of the EU, another 34 persons find employment, lifting the multiplier to
2.03.
Elite Sport
The direct output for elite sport is 10.02 m euros. This is turned into a direct GVA worth 3.53 m euros
and an indirect GVA effect of 0.45 m euros. In both effects, the construction sector is by far the largest
contributor generating a total of 3.34 m euro in GVA. The total GVA effect adds up to 3.98 m euro and
has thus a multiplier of 1.13. In the other EU Member States, an extra 1.69 m euros of GVA is
generated, increasing the multiplier to 1.61.
The construction of these elite sport facilities created 29 domestic jobs. Of these, 26 are attributed to
the direct employment effect and three to the indirect effects. The employment multiplier is 1.12.
However, another 24 jobs were created in other Member States, increasing the multiplier to 2.02.
The Big Picture of Sport
Luxembourg shows a direct investment of 84.97 m euros, leading to a direct GVA of 28.69 m euros.
From the indirect effect an additional of 4.22 m euros of GVA is generated. The total GVA becomes
32.91 m euros, which corresponds to a multiplier effect of 1.15. Due to spill over effects, the rest of
the EU generates 14.93 m euros of GVA, increasing the multiplier to 1.67.
Direct employment equals 226 persons, while indirect effects yield an additional 28 jobs. Hence, the
total employment effect is 254 jobs, corresponding to a multiplier effect of 1.12. Due to spill over
effects, the rest of the EU generates another 210 jobs. This brings the multiplier effect up to 2.05.
In conclusion, one may say that although the construction sector requires many intermediate goods,
due to the small size of Luxembourg most indirect effects are generated in other Member States.
Domestic multipliers are accordingly small but reach the “normal” level once the other Member States
are included on the EU-level. Both is to be expected in a small, open economy. Still, 39% of investments
are turned into domestic GVA.

4.3.6.

Portugal

All calculations were made under the assumption that all directly involved companies are domestic.
In the standard case that some of these companies are foreign, the domestic impact must be reduced
accordingly, while the impact on the rest of the European Union has to increase.
In Portugal the available sport infrastructure investment data amounted to 177.30 m euros which
generated 47.25 m euros in direct GVA and 81.61 m euros in indirect GVA domestically. The
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employment generated by this investment amounted to 3,997 jobs (1,287 direct, and 2,710 indirect),
leading to an impressive domestic employment multiplier of 3.11.
Figure 22: GVA and Employment effect arising from 177.3 m euro investment in sport infrastructure
in Portugal

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

Grassroots Sport
The grassroots facilities generated 9.72 m euros direct output. These investments generated around
2.58 m euros direct GVA and an additional 4.49 m euros in of indirect effects. The total domestic GVA
effect was 7.06 m euros, yielding a multiplier of 2.74. The rest of the EU generated 1.30 m euros of
indirect GVA, giving a multiplier of 3.25.
The direct employment effect accounted for 69 jobs. From indirect effects, an additional 149 jobs were
created. The total domestic employment effect was 219 with an employment multiplier of 3.15.
Another 20 jobs were created in other Member States, yielding a multiplier of 3.44.
The direct and indirect effects on wages and salaries accounted for 1.22 m euros and 1.92m euros
correspondingly, providing a total of 3.14 m euros in wages and salaries.
Elite Sport
The direct output for elite sport is 167.58 m euros, which is turned into a domestic direct GVA worth
44.67 m euros. The indirect GVA effect equals 77.12 m euros, giving a total domestic GVA effect of
121.79 m euros and a multiplier of 2.73. In the other Member States, an additional 22.44 m euros of
GVA is created, resulting in an EU-wide multiplier of 3.23.
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Elite sport facilities create 3779 jobs. Of these, 1218 are attributed to the direct employment effect
and 2561 to indirect effects. Then, the employment multiplier equals 3.10. In other Member States,
an additional 346 jobs are created, leading to a multiplier of 3.39.
Due to this employment effect, a domestic total of 54.24 m euros of wages and salaries are created.
21.29 m is attributed to the direct effect and 32.94 to the indirect effect.
The Big Picture of Sport
The 30 investments into sport facilities add up to a direct investment of 177.30 m euros. This leads to
a direct GVA of 47.25 m euros. From the indirect effects, an additional of 81.61 m euros are generated.
The total GVA becomes 128.85 m euro, corresponding to a multiplier effect of 2.73. Due to spill over
effects, the rest of the EU creates another 105.47 m euros indirect GVA. This increases the multiplier
to 3.23 and highlights the positive effect sport investment can have on the economy. The very high
multiplier indicates the positive impact on the rest of the economy.
Furthermore, this leads to a direct employment effect of 1,287. From indirect effects, an additional
2,710 jobs are generated. The total employment effect becomes 3,997, corresponding to a multiplier
of 3.11. Due to spill over effects, the rest of the EU generates 366 jobs. This brings the multiplier effect
up to 3.39 and highlights the positive effect sport investment can have on the employment. This high
employment multiplier indicates an even higher impact on the rest of the economy than the one
suggested by the GVA multiplier.
These investments lead to 22.51 m euros direct wages and salaries. From the indirect effects an
additional of 34.86 m euros is generated. Thus, the total wages and salaries sum up to 57.37 m euros.
In conclusion, the effects in Portugal show that the construction sector requires an enormous amount
of intermediate goods, leading to strong indirect effects on the rest of the economy – domestically
and EU-wide. The high EU-wide multipliers can at least partially be explained by the strong ties to
Spain which also reports high multiplier values. A share of 72% of investments is turned into domestic
GVA, and nearly one third of investments (32%) is turned into wages and salaries (which are part of
GVA).

4.3.7.

United Kingdom

All calculations were made under the assumption that all directly involved companies are domestic. If
some of these companies are foreign, the domestic impact must be reduced accordingly, while the
impact on the rest of the European Union has to increase.
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The sport infrastructure data for the UK comprised of investment in a community swimming pool for
£ 4.95 m and a sport hall for £ 2.16 m. These investments led to a direct GVA of £ 3.85 m and an
indirect GVA of £ 2.44 m implying that the multiplier for domestic GVA is 1.63. EU wide effects resulted
in additional £ 0.63 m GVA. The employment multiplier was rather small at 1.35, with 126 direct
employment and 44 indirect employment generated by this investment. At the moment of modelling,
there were no sectoral data on domestic wages and salaries available.
Figure 23: GVA and Employment effect arising from £ 7.545 m investment in sport infrastructure in
UK

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

Grassroots Sport
The grassroots facilities generated £7.55m direct output, of which £3.33m is due to construction and
construction works. An additional £5.20m is added via indirect effects.
These investments generated around £3.85m direct GVA, £1.35m of which is attributed to the
construction sector. An additional £2.44m is generated through the indirect effects. The total
domestic GVA effect is £6.29m giving a multiplier of 1.63. Another £0.61m of GVA is generated in
other Member States, lifting the multiplier to 1.80.
From this expenditure on grassroots construction, employment increases. The direct employment
effect accounts for 126 jobs. From indirect effects 44 additional jobs are created. The total domestic
employment effect is 170, giving an employment multiplier of 1.35. In the rest of the EU, another 9
jobs are created, resulting in a multiplier of 1.42.
The Big Picture of Sport
One can say that the high GVA multiplier effect indicates an associated high impact on the rest of the
economy. Results show that the sectors directly involved in the creation of sport infrastructure in the
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United Kingdom have a high direct employment, but comparatively little employment can be found in
the supply network.
A very high share of 83% of investments is turned into domestic GVA. This is even higher than the
already high pure-construction value of 80%.

4.3.8.

European Union

The above values for the partner Member States can be aggregated to show the impact of the
investments on the European Union. 386 m euros of GVA is generated within the European Union
providing employment for 8,987 employees. It can be calculated that 81 per cent of the 476 m euros
of total investment costs, is turned into GVA within the European Union. This is a little less than the
85 per cent in the case of the virtual infrastructure. The reason for this difference is that the virtual
infrastructure assumes that the whole investment is on the construction sector which typically needs
a range of locally available intermediate goods and services like sand, cement, bricks, water,
transportation, electricity, and the like. It is therefore plausible that this case produces a slightly higher
share of EU-internal GVA than the real infrastructure with its wider range of directly activated sectors.
It is interesting to see that out of the total of 386 m euros GVA and an employment of 8,987 persons,
the shares of 17 per cent of GVA (66 m euros) and 12 per cent of employees (1,076 persons) are not
generated in the Member States creating the infrastructure, but in a different Member State. These
numbers show the value of foreign trade of intermediate goods and services which is enhanced by the
European Union. Table 7 shows the distribution of the impact of the created infrastructure researched
in this study on the non-partner Member States.11 Therefore, all these effects arise from exports to
the iSport partner countries for the purpose of the constructed sport infrastructure. As can be seen,
by far the largest absolute amounts go to Germany, followed by Spain, France, and Italy. Together
they combine to 73 per cent of the GVA in Table 7.
Finally, it makes sense to adjust these numbers by the Member States’ total GVA and employment.
These shares are also given in Table 7, not as percentages, but, due to the small size of the investments
compared to the whole economy, as thousandths of per cent. The largest beneficiary in both cases is
Slovenia with 2.20 thousandths of a per cent in GVA as well as in employment. Slovakia follows with
1.46 and 1.42, and Hungary takes rank three with 1.07 thousandths of a per cent in both categories
correspondingly. All three are neighbours of Austria – having many investments represented in the

11

Some of the above mentioned 66 m euros GVA and 1,076 persons are generated in the partner Member
States, e.g., if Luxembourg creates an infrastructure and imports goods from Croatia. The sums of the values in
the tables are therefore below the above values.
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model – and two also of Croatia. Geographical proximity is a strong indicator for foreign trade12, which
is underlined by the results here.
Table 7: Economic effects of constructed infrastructure on non-partners
Member State
AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DE
DK
EE
EL
ES
FI
FR
HR
HU
IE
IT
LT
LU
LV
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SE
SI
SK
UK

GVA in m euros

GVA share

Employment

Employment share

3.1
0.1

0.88
0.37

33
12

0.73
0.40

1.1
22.0
0.5
0.0
0.4
8.9
0.6
6.9

0.75
0.83
0.23
0.41
0.24
0.90
0.33
0.37

36
288
4
2
8
160
7
85

0.76
0.75
0.17
0.33
0.21
0.92
0.30
0.33

0.9
0.6
5.3

1.07
0.42
0.37

41
5
86

1.07
0.29
0.39

0.0
0.0
3.5
1.5

0.30
0.43
0.60
0.46

2
0
28
63

0.25
0.23
0.38
0.41

0.5
1.2
0.7
1.0

0.44
0.33
2.20
1.46

34
12
20
33

0.42
0.26
2.20
1.42

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

In order to have a better overview of the results, Figure 24 and Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

Figure 25 show them as colour-coded maps for GVA. It becomes apparent how Germany dominates
the absolute values while the situation is much more even once the normalization is done.

12

See among many others (Bussière, Fidrmuc, Schnatz (2005): Trade integration of central and eastern European
countries – lessons from a gravity model, OeNB Working Paper Series) or (Chen, Novy (2010): Gravity, trade
integration and heterogeneity across industries, Working Paper)
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Figure 24: GVA generated by Member States other than the iSport partners (orange) due to sport
infrastructure constructed by those partners.

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

Figure 25: GVA-share of total GVA generated by Member States other than the iSport partners
(orange) due to sport infrastructure constructed by those partners.

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA
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Lesson learned: The economic impact of creating a sport infrastructure varies dramatically
from Member State to Member State and among specific types of infrastructure. This is
independent of whether one uses absolute amounts (euros, employees) or shares of the
economies’ totals. Policy makers and researchers are therefore strongly discouraged from
using averages or another country’s results.
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5. Normalised Infrastructure
5.1.

Chapter Summary

“Normalised infrastructure” refers to the case when real data are used, but the investment costs are
normalised to one million euros for each Member State. In other words, the cost structure of the real
data is applied on the standardised investment sum of one million euros. Therefore, the comparability
of the virtual infrastructure is combined with sector information of the real data. Because of that,
results can only be calculated for iSport partner countries.
Calculations show that effects directly related to the planning and building of the infrastructure
generate between 266,000 euros and 541,000 euros of GVA (from the normalised one million euros
investment). With the exception of Luxembourg, another 249,000 to 460,000 euros of GVA are added
in the domestic economies. Due to the small size of Luxembourg, only 50,000 euros of GVA can be
attributed to the supply network there. However, Luxembourg is responsible for another 176,000
euros of GVA in the rest of the EU, the largest value for foreign indirect effects. Total effects for the
EU vary from 563,000 euros in Luxembourg to (the second highest is Cyprus with 804,000 euros) to
914,000 euros in the United Kingdom. Typically, one can find that small direct effects are met by large
indirect domestic effects and small indirect domestic effects correlate with large indirect domestic
effects. With the exception of Luxembourg, the total effects (direct plus both indirect ones) are found
to be quite similar.
The situation is different for employment as domestic employment effects (directly at the planning
and construction as well as in the domestic supply network) are strongly affected by labour
productivity as well as wages and salaries. Since the foreign parts of the supply networks are typically
much smaller, they do not suffice to let the total numbers converge – which vary accordingly. Direct
effects range from 2.7 jobs in Luxembourg to 28 jobs in Lithuania, which are also those countries that
show the smallest (3.0 persons) and largest (42 persons) total domestic employment effects.
Employment generated in the rest of the EU is comparatively small (1.2 persons for the investment in
the United Kingdom to 2.6 persons for the investment in Austria).

5.2.

Overview

As already explained, this section uses the same data as previously but normalises the investment sum
in every Member State to one million euros. The results will thus be a blend of the virtual and the real
investments. As the distribution to the sectors is known, the economic impact is more precise than in
the scenario on virtual infrastructure. It is also comparable to the real infrastructure, due to the
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normalisation. However, only results for the partner Member States can be reported and the
information on the absolute impact is lost as well. Therefore, every scenario has its pros and cons.
To enhance readability, the cost structures given in Table 6 are repeated here in Table 8. One can
multiply these values by one million euros to receive the normalised investment sums. As an example,
costs for furniture and equipment in the grassroots facility in Cyprus equals 10,000 euros. One can
also interpret that as applying the real cost-structure on the one million euros virtual investment from
before.
Table 8: Overview of cost structures in percent of total costs (as in Table 6).
Construction

Furniture,

Archi-

Equipment

tecture

AT Football

80%

11%

5%

CY Football

70%

12%

2%

HR Football

52%

27%

4%

LU Football

76%

9%

16%

AT Elite

82%

6%

7%

CY Elite

79%

7%

10%

HR Elite

77%

13%

3%

LT Elite

94%

5%

1%

LU Elite

83%

10%

6%

PT Elite

98%

2%

CY Grassroots

87%

0.10%

9%

HR Grassroots

85%

9%

2%

LT Grassroots

89%

7%

3%

LU Grassroots

67%

19%

UK Grassroots

44%

10%

Finance

Lighting

Real

Playing

estate

field

Other

4%
7%

4%

5%

0%

17%

0.20%

5%
4%
5%

3%

1%
1%
4%
2%

3%

5%

7%

1%

3%

23%

1%

19%

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

5.3.

Gross Value Added

Figure 26 shows the direct and total domestic, as well as the total EU-wide GVA values of the
normalised investments. Light blue bars at the left of each group are the direct effects which are
generated by those companies that are directly involved in creating the infrastructure. As before, it is
assumed that all those companies are domestic – an assumption which must be carefully checked in
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reality! The turquoise bars in the middle are the total domestic effects – these are the direct effects
plus those generated by the domestic supply network. Therefore, the difference between the left and
the middle bar are the indirect effects genuinely derived from the supply network. Since this supply
network does not stop at a Member State’s borders, indirect effects in the rest of the EU can be noted
as well. If these are added, the total effect within the EU is known. These values are shown as the dark
grey bars at the right of each group. The interpretation is the same as for Figure 13, hence the impact
of the Member State constructing the infrastructure on the whole of EU is reported.
The highest direct effect can be found in Lithuania with 541,000 euros, followed by the United
Kingdom with 511,000 euros. Portugal shows the smallest direct value (266,000 euros), however, it
also has the highest indirect effect of 460,000 euros. The total domestic effects vary at around 700,000
euros, with the exception of Luxembourg which has a much smaller effect at around 387,000 euros.
This can be expected given that Luxembourg is a small, open, and well-developed economy using less
human capital – which would generate wages and thus GVA –, Iand more physical capital.
Luxembourg’s small size and openness are reflected in high imports and thus a lot of GVA generated
in the rest of the European Union. This can be observed at the largest difference between the grey
and the turquoise bar of 176,000 euros. Still, the total impact of 563,000 euros is by far the smallest,
indicating comparatively large imports from outside the European Union. Apart from that, total
economic effects are rather stable at around 850,000 euros, indicating that the European Union is a
large economic area where sectoral and regional asymmetries (e.g., direct effects in Lithuania and
Portugal differ by more than a factor of two) are balanced out well thorough convergence when the
total economic impacts are considered. See the appendix on Value Added, especially on the indirect
effects, for a more detailed explanation on why the total GVA effect for the EU is larger than for a
single Member State and why, with the exception of Luxembourg, the EU-wide values are similar to
each other.
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Figure 26: GVA impact of a normalised 1 m euros investment.

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

The whole purpose of this section is to provide the reader with insights which were not available when
using the virtual investment tool. Virtual investment assumed that the only sector directly involved in
creating the sport-infrastructure was construction. Although this assumption is clearly wrong it
allowed calculating results for every Member State. Using the real cost structures, given in Table 6 or
Table 8, grants more precise results as a whole range of sectors can directly benefit from the
investments. Since the information about the payments to each sector are required, this exercise can
only be done for the iSport partner states.
In Table 9 below, the GVA-effects of the normalised investment are reported in the upper part (same
values as in Figure 26), while those of the virtual investment discussed in a previous section are given
in its lower part (same values as in Figure 13). Many results are comparable or even very close.
However, some differ remarkably. The virtual investment clearly underestimates the indirect effect in
Cyprus and in the United Kingdom. Direct effects are very different in Luxembourg and again in the
United Kingdom. In the latter, the direct effect is overestimated by more than 10 percentage points.
Using the virtual investment may perhaps be a welcome shortcut, but results can be very wrong – in
both directions. The more sectors apart from construction are involved, the larger these discrepancies
can become.
Lesson learned: If, as in the case of all non-iSport Member States, no information on
investments are available, the virtual investment is the only possible way to go. However, one
must be warned that the final result may differ significantly from reality when the country
under consideration has complex economic networks for carrying out the investment.
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Table 9: Comparison of GVA-results using the normalised and the virtual investment.
AT
Normalised
investment

Virtual
investment

CY

HR

LT

LU

PT

UK

Direct

38.9%

37.1%

40.1%

54.1%

33.8%

26.6%

51.1%

Total dom.

74.7%

67.4%

72.0%

79.0%

38.7%

72.7%

83.4%

Total EU

88.1%

80.4%

83.9%

88.6%

56.3%

86.1%

91.5%

Direct

37.7%

35.9%

38.1%

54.0%

39.7%

26.5%

40.7%

Total dom.

75.1%

71.5%

71.9%

79.4%

44.3%

72.7%

79.7%

Total EU

88.0%

86.1%

83.9%

88.6%

61.7%

86.1%

90.5%

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

5.4.

Employment

As can be expected from the previous sections, the results for employment are strikingly different
from those of GVA. On the EU-level, GVA-effects must be similar as the supply network stretches over
the whole European Union (and the rest of the world) and one million euros of investment need to be
turned into one million euros of GDP somewhere. This is not the case for employment. High-income
economies use less employees to generate a GVA of one million euros than low-income economies.
Since the largest direct effect is generated domestically by definition, these domestic characteristics
play an important role in generating employment.
The resulting numbers are visualised in Figure 27 showing the large difference already observed in
Figure 3. Within the partner countries, Lithuania has the largest direct, indirect, and EU-wide
employment impact, followed by Croatia. The cases of Portugal and the United Kingdom are
interesting as Portugal generates a small amount of direct employment (light turquoise), but at the
same time a considerable one indirectly, so much so that the total domestic effect (darker turquoise)
is nearly as high as that of the United Kingdom. While Cyprus and Austria are placed in the middle
grounds, Luxembourg shows the smallest effects. This is plausible, as wages and salaries in
Luxembourg are relatively high which, together with the country’s small size, leads to only few
domestic persons being employed and many intermediated goods and services being imported. These
imports, on the other hand, lead to rather large effects in the rest of the European Union. In fact, the
2.5 ‘persons’ employed there (the difference between the high grey bar and the middle, darker
turquoise bar) are the second highest in the sample, only marginally behind the 2.6 ‘persons’
calculated for Austria.
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Figure 27: Employment impact of a normalised 1 m euros investment.

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

The upper part of Table 10 reports the same data shown in Figure 27, and compares them to the
corresponding numbers of virtual investments. Discrepancies are very apparent in the direct effects
of the United Kingdom and to a smaller extent in Croatia. Total values for the European Union differ
the most in the cases of the United Kingdom and Croatia again. In the case of GVA, the United Kingdom
and Luxembourg showed the largest differences in total values. The virtual investment thus may
deviate in different economies for GVA and employment. Again, it is noted that although problematic,
the virtual-investment approach may be the only one possible if data are unavailable.
Table 10: Comparison of employment-results using the normalised and the virtual investment.
AT
Normalised
investment

Virtual
investment

CY

HR

LT

LU

PT

UK

Direct

6.2

11.3

19.9

28.1

2.7

7.3

16.7

Total dom.

11.5

19.3

32.3

42.2

3.0

22.5

22.6

Total EU

14.0

20.9

34.5

44.2

5.5

24.6

23.8

Direct

5.7

10.7

16.8

26.8

2.8

7.1

8.3

Total dom.

11.3

20.3

30.0

41.3

3.2

22.5

15.3

Total EU

13.8

22.1

32.1

43.1

5.6

24.6

16.9

Source: iSport partners, calculations by SpEA

Lesson learned: In contrast to GVA, the EU’s total employment effect strongly depends on the
Member State where the infrastructure is built. This is due to the domestic effects (direct and
domestic supply network) which are influenced by the Member State’s labour productivity as
well as by its wages and salaries.
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6. Appendix 1: Value Added
6.1.

Direct Effects, GVA and GDP

GVA and GDP are among the main measures to capture economic activity.13 In short, the difference
between the two are taxes less subsidies on products14 which are part of GDP, but not of GVA. These
are taxes (including non-deductible VAT) and subsidies which are applied on any kind of purchased
products such as mineral oil (sport fuel) or insurances (of athletes or private sport activities). Whether
the purchaser is a company (or organisation, association, institution, etc.) which transforms the
product into something else or a final consumer is irrelevant. Therefore, GDP (which includes these
taxes and subsidies on products) partially depends on final consumption while GVA does not. As an
example, imagine a country raising taxes on care for elderly. The production network remains
unaltered, only the final consumer has to pay more. This policy would increase GDP, but not GVA.
Since these taxes less subsidies are paid not only on production, but also on final consumption (private
and public consumption, investments, and exports), GVA is somewhat closer to production, while GDP
has a final consumption component. Because of GVA’s closer association with the production process,
most research on economic impact tends to use GVA at least during the initial calculations.
To understand what GVA and GDP are, a slightly longer explanation may be helpful. The economic
activity of a company leads to its output and revenue (also called turnover) which differ mainly by
changes in inventories (everything produced but not sold for revenue is stored in the inventory).
Revenue is used to cover a multitude of costs and to produce surplus as shown in Figure 28. Costs fall
into two parts: on the one hand intermediate goods and services (supplies from other companies,
represented by the grey 60 euros column in Figure 28) are required to be processed within the
company and sold to its customers; on the other hand, there are the costs of this processing (the
darker turquoise bars in Figure 28). Consequently, two definitions of GVA can be derived: the first
explains what is created (supply side) and the second explains what it is used for (use side).
Supply side: GVA is the difference between turnover (light turquoise rightmost bar) and costs for
intermediate products and services including imports (grey) as well as taxes less subsidies on these
products (also grey). For example, carbon fibre, synthetic polymers, and paint are intermediate goods
for producing tennis rackets. If the intermediate goods are transformed into a racket, that racket can
be sold for more than the intermediate goods’ price. This additional value is called GVA.

13

Please find a more extensive coverage of the topic in the project’s output 1 “Guidelines on research
methodology”
14
Products include goods as well as services.
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Use side: as can be seen in Figure 28, GVA also is the sum of salaries, wages, consumption of fixed
capital, social contributions, taxes less subsidies on production, and surplus. Thus, GVA is used to pay
the primary production factors: work (wages, salaries, social contributions), fixed capital
(consumption of fixed capital), public services (production-based taxes less subsidies), and ownership
(surplus).
GDP is calculated by adding the small grey column showing 1 euro of taxes less subsidies on products
to the 60 euros of GVA.
Figure 28: Structure of GVA (darker turquois)

Source: SpEA, 2021

6.2.

Indirect Effects

It is important to appreciate that eventually, all production consists of 100 per cent GVA. To see that,
note that the intermediate goods and services worth 60 euros on the left-hand side of Figure 28 have
to be produced by other companies (the suppliers). During this production in the supply network, GVA
is generated as well. This happens again in the suppliers of the suppliers and so on and so forth. Figure
29 shows the company analysed in Figure 28 in the rightmost bar. The 112 euros output are divided
into 60 euros intermediate goods; 1 euro taxes less subsidies on products; and 52 euros GDP/GVA.
However, intermediate goods need also to be produced somewhere. In this example, they can be split
up into 10 euros of GVA in the direct supplier company B and 50 euros intermediate goods and services
(see Figure 29). Following this logic, the intermediate cost of company B equals to 20 euros GVA and
30 euros intermediate goods and services by company C. This process is repeated over and over until
the whole original output is attributed to GVA at some stage of the production chain.
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The above process is interrupted when goods from a foreign supplier are purchased. In this case, the
GVA (and employment) generated cannot be accounted for in the domestic economy anymore.
Because of this, the share of the domestically generated GVA in the original expenditure is an
important indicator of the sport economy. Large economies (or collections of economies, as the
European Union is) typically have higher shares since they produce more on their own and need to
import less. The assumption that in Figure 29 companies A to D are domestic and all intermediate
goods for company D are imported, would lead us to a domestic GVA of 51 + 10 + 20 + 17 = 98 euros.
The original expenditure equals 112 euros, therefore, the share of domestic GVA can be calculated as
98 / 112 = 87.5 per cent.
One can go a step further and compare the GVA generated in the directly sport-related company A to
the GVA generated in the rest of domestic supply network. In the example, we find a value of 98 / 52
= 1.88. This value is called the GVA multiplier and tells the reader that for every euro of GVA in the
directly sport-related company A another 88 cent of GVA are generated in the domestic supply
network. The higher this value, the better the directly sport-related company is embedded in the
domestic economy.15

15

Please note that both values, 81.5 per cent as well as 1.92, are very high and can seldom be found, even in
large economies. The values were chosen to create a striking, easily traceable example.
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Figure 29: Distribution of GVA on different companies in the intermediate supply chain

Source: SpEA, SIRC, 2021
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